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New Polygon Franchisees powered by digital solutions 
 

Polygon, the global expert in property damage control, continues its strategic initiative to 

support customers all over Canada. Polygon has recently added two new Franchisees to its 

organization in Quebec, in the Montreal West Island and the Lanaudiere region.   

 

The new Polygon members are both competent business owners with experience within water and 

fire damage restoration as well as temporary climate solutions. 

 

“Since our values are so important to us, we are happy that the franchisees share them; integrity, 

excellence and empathy, as well as our vision to be the global expert in property damage 

prevention, control and mitigation,” says Fabio Bernardo Country President for Polygon Canada.  

 

Creating a larger service distribution network to the benefit of our customers is one of Polygon’s 

main aims. With expansive knowledge and leading edge technology, Polygon is making this 

happen.  

 

“With the introduction of our new project management platform, we are able to support our 

customers in a more efficient way. This is one of the most important aspects of our industry.  Our 

field service management system uses technology to allow us to further improve our services” says 

Fabio Bernardo.  

 

The rate of technological development is increasing rapidly. As a company it is of the utmost 

importance to utilize technical possibilities to continually improve and innovate. 

 

“With the combination of our field service management system and the widening of our service 

distribution we make it possible to be always by our customer’s side when disaster strikes,” says 

Fabio Bernardo Country President for Polygon Canada. 

 
 

For more information, please contact: 

Fabio Bernardo, Country President Polygon Canada, fabio.bernardo@polygongroup.com,  

+1 514 326 05 55 

 

Polygon is a Global Expert and the European market leader in Property Damage Control. On 3 

continents and in 13 countries, our more than 3,000 employees prevent, control and mitigate the 

effects of water, fire and climate. Our innovative and tailor-made solutions combine people, 

knowledge and technology for a wide range of customer segments. 
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